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Flows of Weights of Crossed Products of
Type III Factors by Discrete Groups
By
Yoshihiro SEKINE*

§ 0.

Introduction

In [17] C. Sutherland and M. Takesaki classified (up to cocycle conjugacy)
actions of discrete amenable groups on injective factors of type III^, 0^/i<l.
For the unique injective factor of type IIIi ([7]), similar classification was
recently completed for discrete abelian groups ([14]). This classification is
based on four invariants: a certain normal subgroup, the module, the characteristic invariant, and the modular invariant. Cocycle conjugate actions give
rise to isomorphic crossed products, and the isomorphism class of an injective
type III factor is known to be determined by its flow of weights. Therefore
the flow of weights of the crossed product M x a G should be uniquely determined
by the four invariants of the action a.
The purpose of this article is to compute the flow of weights of Mxi a G
explicitly in the case where M is a type III factor and G is a discrete group.
This means that we have to compute the center of the crossed product M x « G
by R relative to a modular automorphism group. Generally a continuous crossed
product is difficult to handle because a general element does not admit a Fourier
expansion. This difficulty will be avoided by using the canonical extension a
of a in the sense of [8] (see Proposition 2.1).
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§ 1. Preliminaries and Main Result
In this section, we recall some fundamental results which will be used in
the sequel, and state the main result.
1.1 Crossed Products
Let M be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space H, and a : G-+
AutM be an action of a locally compact group G on M. Then the crossed
product Mxi a G is the von Neumann algebra acting on the Hilbert space LZ(G,H)
generated by na(x), x&M, and 2(g), g^G.
Here na(x), l(g), are the operators
on L\G, H) defined by
G, H}, A e G ,

and satisfy the covariance relation :

When G is abelian, the dual action a: (?->Aut(Mx a G) is canonically defined by

Here G is the dual group of G and v(p\ p^G,
L2(G, H) defined by

is the unitary operator on

, H),
Then the automorphism ap, p^G,

is characterized by the following:

By Takesaki duality, the second crossed product ( M x a G ) x i a G is isomorphic to
the tensor product M®B(L\G)) and the bidual action a on ( M x « G ) x « G corresponds to the action a(£)Adp under the above isomorphism, where p is the
(right) regular representation of G on L 2 (G). Furthermore, the generators
nz(naW), x^M, Tr^(^fe)), g^.G, and l(p}, p^G, in ( M x « G ) x ^ G are mapped
to na(x), l®Ag, l®vp, in M(g)B(L8(G)) respectively. For details, see [4], [12],
or [18].
1.2 Dual Weights
Let M be a von Neumann algebra, and let a: G->Aut M be an action of a
locally compact group G on M. Then, for each faithful normal semi-finite
weight 0 on M, there exists a faithful normal semi-finite weight $ on
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which is called the dual weight of <j>.
dual weight $ is given by
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The modular automorphism group of the

where AG is the modular function on G and (D^-ag : D$\ means Connes' RadonNikodym cocycle ([!]).
When (M, H, J, P] is a standard form in the sense of [5], the modular
operator A^, the modular conjugation / on LZ(G, H) are calculated as follows:

where {ug}g&G is the canonical implementation of a ([5]). And, in general, for
faithful normal semi-finite weights 0, <p on M, the relative modular operator
A^ is calculated by

For details, see [6].
1.3 Flows of Weights
Let M be a type III factor with separable predual. Then the flow of
weights of M is realized by a pair of the continuous crossed product Mx0$R
by the modular action for some faithful normal semi-finite weight ^ on M and
the dual action 6 of a$. More precisely, the center Zof M x f f $ R is isomorphic
to L°°(X) for some standard Borel space X, and by restriction, 0 gives rise to
a non-singular ergodic flow {Tt}t&R on X such that

Thanks to Connes' result on Radon-Nikodym cocycles, the isomorphism class of
Mx0<i>R is independent of the choice of a weight 0. Therefore Mx0<j>R is
canonically determined by M and so is the above flow. On the other hand, if
0 is a dominant weight on M, there exist a continuous action 6 : R->Aut M$
of R on the centralizer of <f> and a faithful normal semi-finite trace r on M^
such that
M=M$*XoR (continuous decomposition),

t, s^R (under the above identification).
Similarly, the pair (M^, 0) gives rise to a non-singular ergodic flow. By Takesaki
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duality, however, these flows are conjugate. For an injective type III factor
with separable predual, the flow of weights is a complete invariant ([2],
[7], [15]). For details, see [3], [18].
1.4 Invariants for Actions
Let a : G-^Aut M be an action of a discrete group G on a type III factor
M, and let (PM, {^f he*) be the flow of weights of M.
We use the terminology which is defined in [17] as the cocycle conjugacy
invariant as the terms to compute the flow of weights of Mx a G.
We choose and fix a dominant weight <j) on M, and identify (PM, FM) with
what was explained in 1.3. For each automorphism a in AutM, the module
mod a in Aut PM which commutes with FM is given by

mod a— Ad u - a \zai ^ ,
where u is a unitary in M satisfying 0-ar 1 — 0-Ad u. If we set

N(a) is a normal subgroup of G. When M is AFD, N(a) is the same as that
in [17] ([14; Theorem 1]). The characteristic invariant 1= [A, /*] in
A(G, N(a\ U(PM}} and the modular invariant v : N(a}~^H^M(R) U(PM)) are defined
as follows : At first we choose unitaries uh in M and unitary cocycles c(h) in
Zl(R, £7(Z(Afy))) satisfying ah=Aduh-a^} h^N(a\ Identifying ^(Afy) with
M^, i and ft are defined by

= uhkfjt(h, k}, h,
and

, A),

Here, for u in U(Z(M<f>)}, du means the coboundary defined by

And p(h, k}, h, k^N(a}, t(g, h), g^G, hs=N(a\ and c(h), h^N(a), satisfy the
following relations :
(1.4.1)
(1.4.2)

cWc(k)
(mod agXc(g'lhgy)=(dA(g,

A))c(A) .

These two relations appear in [17; Theorem 5.14] somewhat mysteriously (at
least to the author). They correspond exactly to commutativity of certain
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actions In our main result. And the modular invariant v is defined by v(h)=
[c(/0], h^N(a), which is a homomorphism.
Since we choose a weight 0 on M, it is not clear that the above invariants
are independent of the choice of <j). But these depend only on the cocycle conjugacy class of a. For details, see [17].
1.5 Main Result
We keep the above notations and state the main result in this article.
Theorem. Let PM^ 1^,^(0) be the twisted crossed product of the abelian von
Neumann algebra PM by N(a) with respect to the trivial action of N(a) and 2cocycle p. We consider the G-action ? and R-action F on P^ x C d t A £ 7V(a) defined by
Tg(
Ft(

S

chzh)=

S

FtM(ch)c(h,t}zh,

Here, zh's denote the generators coming from N(a\ and c(h, i) means the value
of c(h) at t.
Then the above two actions commute (hence F induces the action on the fixed
point subalgebra (PM Xi diJ JV(a))0, and ((P* x l d i / l N(a)) r , {Ft}tGR) is exactly the
flow of weights of Mx^G.
§2. Canonical Extensions
Let a : G->Aut M be an action of a locally compact group G on a von
Neumann algebra M. For a given faithful normal semi-finite weight 0 on M
(with the dual weight ^ on M x a G ) we can consider (Mx a G)x a ^. In the
next proposition we will identify this algebra with a suitable crossed product
relative to a certain G-action ([8; Proposition 12.1]). This result makes us
possible to compute the flow of weights of M x a G and is probably a folklore
among specialists. However, the author fails to find a proof in the literature
so that a proof will be presented.
Proposition 2.1. There exist an action a of G on Mxa<j>R and a spatial
isomorphism 0 from (Mx^G)*!^]? onto ( M x f f 0 / Z ) X a G such that
( i ) For each g^G, the automorphism ag is characterized by

where xa<j>(x), X(t\ are the usual generators.
(ii) The isomorphism 0 is characterized by
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where A(t\ t^R, is the generator of ( A f x a G ) x f f ^ J 2 coming from R and
, is that of (Mx f f 0J?)x«sG coming from G.

m) 0-(atr=((rt
where (a*)~ is the dual action of a* on ( A f x a G ) x f f # j R , (a*Y « that of a* on
Mxa$R, and ((a*Y®^-}\ WAa$K)*&G means the restriction of the action (a$Y®l
on (Mx0tR)(&B(L\G)) to
Proof. We may assume that M acts standardly on the Hilbert space H.
We define the unitary operator U on L\R, H®L\G}} by

It is elementary to check

where ^£, ^^12, is the unitary operator on L 2 (J£) defined by

Let {^ 5 }^eG be the canonical implementation of a.
operator on L 2 (G, H) defined by

Let F be the unitary

, H},
We similarly have

where Ag, g^G, is the left regular representation of G on L2(G).
compute

Further, we

Identifying L\G}®L\R] with L\R)®L\G), we next define the unitary
operator PF on Lz(RxG, H) by
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, H).

Then we have

Here ug, g^G,

is the unitary operator on LZ(R, H) defined by

(ug7]W=Mgru(D(f>:

D(!)-ag-l)-tugrj(t},

rj^L\R, H).

We remark that u is a unitary representation of G on L2(R, //) and

Hence we get an action a (—Ad u) of G on
Finally, if we define the unitary operator X on L 2 (G, //(g)L2(i?)) by

we obtain an isomorphism 0 : (MxaG)Xff$R—>(MxfffR)x&G
with the desired
properties ( i ) and (ii).
From the definition of the dual action it is easy to see that the above 0
satisfies the property (iii).
q.e.d.
Notice that the automorphism ag in the above proof is exactly the canonical
extension of ag in the sense of Haagerup-St0rmer, [8].
Remark 2.2. If <j) is another faithful normal semi-finite weight on M, there
exists an action d^ of G on Mxa<pR. But it is easy to check that & and a*
are conjugate via the usual isomorphism from M x f f ^ / 2 onto Mxa<pR constructed
from Connes' Radon-Nikodym cocycle ([18; Proposition 3.5]).
From now on let us assume that M is a factor and G is discrete, and we
set M=M>$a$R, 0 the dual action of a^. Using the action a in Proposition
2.1, we set N(a)=a~l(lntM). Then the characteristic invariant X— [5, /z] in
A(G, N(a), £7(Z(M))) is defined as follows : At first we choose unitary operators
uh in M satisfying ah— Ad uh, h^N(a). Then 1 and p. are defined by
uhuk^{l(h, k}uhk,
ag(ug-ihg}=2(g,
For details, we refer to [10], [11],

h)uh,
[16].

h,
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Lemma 2.3. With the same notations as above,
(i) ffr&g=&g.0t,tt=R,gs=G,
( i i ) For g£N(a), ag is free in the sense of [13].

Proof. ( i ) It is sufficient to check the equality against generators, and
details are left to the reader ([8; Proposition 12.2]).
(ii) Let p(g) be the inner part of ag, that is, p(g) is the largest central
projection with the following properties :

&s\Spw is inner.
From ( i ),
Ot(P(g)}=P(g),
Hence we have, by the ergodicity of 6,
q.e.d.
Lemma 2.4. Let Z(M)xld,pN(a) be the twisted crossed product of Z(M) by
N(a) with respect to the trivial action of N(a) and the 2-cocycle p..
The map E from Z(M)xid,pN(a) into MxuG defined by

is a * -anti-isomorphism onto M'n(MXaG) and satisfies

Here T is the action of G on Z(M)xld,pN(a)

defined by

Tg(

and zh, h^N(d\ is the generator of Z(M)xid,pN(&)

coming from N(a).

Proof. Thanks to Lemma 2.3, a proof is the same as that in [10] or [11].
Thus we give here only a sketch.
We identify n&(M) with M. Let X = ^ j % g A ( g ) be an element in MxiaG.
g&G

If X is in M'n(MxiaG), we have
S xxgl(g)= 2 xgag(x)i(g\

g^G

Hence X is of the form

g&G

2
h^NW

x^M.

chuhl(h}* for some ch^Z(M).

is in Z(Mx«G), X must commute with !(g), g^G.

Moreover, if X

We compute
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xj

= s. «.

q.e.d.
§ 3. Computation of the Flow of ¥/eights
We will keep the previous notations, and from now on let M be a type III
factor.
We note that our main interest is not the algebra M x « G itself, but the
isomorphism class of M x « G . Therefore, we may choose another action /5 of
G on M cocycle conjugate to a. More precisely, if two actions a and /3 of G
on M are cocycle conjugate, M x a G and Af x^G are isomorphic and hence their
flows are conjugate ([18; Proposition 3.5, Corollary 3.6 and Proposition 4.2]).
By [17; Lemma 5.11], we may and do assume the following:
(I) <j) is a dominant weight on M such that

(II)

For the continuous decomposition M=A

(II. 1)

(a0}g'0s=0S'(aQ}g,

g^G,

(H.2)
where (a0)* is the automorphism on M^ induced by a^.
Lemma 3.1.
such that

There exists an isomorphism W from M onto

Proof. Since G? is the dual action of 6, Takesaki duality shows that there
exists an isomorphism W: M->M $®B(L\R}} such that

and

}=l®vs,

s®R,
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By the above assumptions, this W satisfies the other required property,

q.e.d.

Lemma 3.2. There exists an isomorphism WQ from Z(M) onto Z(M$) such
that

Proof.

If we define the isomorphism Q : Z(M$)-+Z(M)

by

then WQ=Q~l has the desired properties.

q.e.d.

In our set-up, for each g^G, the module moda^ is given by

And for ah=Ad uh'd$w, h^N(a), the assumption (I) shows that each unitary
MA must belong to M$. This means that each ah, h^N(a}, is of the form
Ad n 0 ( u h } - d $ ( h ) . Further, 1 and p are defined by the following relations:

By the assumption (II.2), we have

c(h, t)=u
because we compute

Though the following lemma is implicit in the proof of [9; Proposition 5.4],
we give a proof for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 3.3. Let A/"(a0)r=(ao)"1(Int M^), and IQ= [^0, j"o] be the characteristic
invariant in A(G, N(a,\ U(Z(M^}\
(i)
N(a)=N(a*\
(ii) X^Xo in
A(GJN(a}1U(Z(M^)}.
Proof. ( i ) If u^N(a), there exist a unitary uh in M$ and a cocycle c(h)
in Z$(R, U(Z(M^)}) such that ah=Ad7re(uh)'a^. From the definition of aQ
and the property of the extended modular automorphism it follows that (aQ)h=
Ad uh. Hence we have N(a)^N(aQ).
Conversely, if h^N(aQ), (aQ}h=Ad uh for
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some M ft e£7(M0), that is, Ad ne(uh*}-ah—l on nd(M$\ So, by [3; IV. Theorem
2.2], ah must be of the form Adice&jO'dfyui).
(ii) From the above argument and the definition of the characteristic invariant, we have 1=1Q.
q.e.d.
Proof of the main theorem. It is sufficient to compute the pair
x,0jR), (<7*D. We may identify (Px, FM) with (Z(Af#), 0).
From the condition (1.4.1), we compute

(Z(MxaG

=c(h, f ) z h c ( k , t}zk
=c(h, t}c(k, t)p(h, k}zhk

=Ft(zhzk).
We also compute
FS'Ft(chzh)=Fs(6t(c?l}c(h,
(h, 0)c(A, s)zh

Hence we conclude that F is an action of R on Z(M^)^id,fllN(a).
(1.4.2), we compute

And, by

, A)(mod ag)(cg-i

Hence it follows that F induces an action on (Z(M^%id,lJLN(a))r.
From the results in §2 and §3, Z(MxaG*0}R) is isomorphic to
X i d , p N ( a ) ) r , and if we note the definition of 77 as in Lemma 2.4, (a$Y is
conjugate to F via the above isomorphism.
q.e.d.
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